Nuclear protein modifications in vitellogenic rooster liver.
The estrogenic regulation of vitellogenesis in chicken liver provides an unique perspective on cellular reprogramming because males can be induced experimentally. Transient exposure to estradiol (ES) completely alters established patterns of gene expression in rooster hepatocytes within 6 hrs., and triggers major structural and compositional changes in cell nuclei by 24 hrs. Concurrently, the total protein content of nuclei increases nearly 50% and the relative proportion of protein within the nucleoplasmic, chromatin and residual compartments, shifts markedly. These bulk quantitative changes in nuclear composition are accompanied by marked alterations in 2-D electrophoretic patterns of cytoplasmic, nuclear and nuclear matrix polypeptides. Although most individual proteins remain unidentified, several components clearly overlap both the cytoplasmic and nuclear compartments. Reciprocal changes in the 2-D patterns are also evident after ES stimulation, with progressive decline in some and relative increase in other proteins. Among known species, the lamins (La and Lb) decrease in prominence after hormone, while RNP-associated polypeptides become increasingly pronounced in the residual matrix fraction. The results are discussed in relation to other systems where large-scale nuclear reprogramming is known to occur.